
 

 

A reliability visit is a CLASS® observation completed to assess the reliability of a CLASS® observer. Reliability 
visits consist of four jointly coded observation cycles by the CLASS® anchor and observer. The observer and 
CLASS® anchor meet afterwards to compare scores, review the observation and discuss any scoring 
discrepancies. Reliability visits occur once per quarter or every 10th observation, whichever comes first. 
 
To ensure uniformity, the following protocol should be followed when conducting CLASS® reliability visits: 
The CLASS® anchor will indicate to the observer when each scoring cycle begins and ends during the observation.  
The observation will consist of four scoring cycles with approximately 10 minutes of scoring time in between cycles.  
The observer and anchor will use CLASS® score sheets to record notes and denote scores for each dimension.  

The observer will stay physically close to the CLASS® anchor during each observation period in order to ensure 
continuity in observed behavior.  

In the event more than one small group activity is occurring in the classroom, the CLASS® anchor will determine 
what order in which to observe the small groups during that cycle and indicate as such to the observer, if possible 
without speaking.  

During the observation, the CLASS® anchor will not communicate scoring with the observer.  

Upon completion of the observation, CLASS® anchor and observer will individually tally all scores and complete 
calculations for the observation.  

Once calculations are completed, the CLASS® anchor and observer will meet outside of the classroom and discuss 
each dimension score in depth.  

Reliability is achieved when the observer’s percent reliability is 85% or above AND the observer’s dimension 
reliability is 50% or above.  

o The percent reliability will be determined by taking the number of dimension scores that were within one of 
the anchor’s dimension scores; divided by the total number of dimension scores possible. For example, if 4 
cycles were observed then that would be a total of 40 dimension scores [10 dimension scores per cycle]. If the 
observer scored 35 dimensions within one, her percent reliability would be 87.5% (35/40=87.5%).  

o The dimension reliability will be determined by taking the number of cycles the observer was reliable on a 
specific dimension; divided by the total number of cycles that dimension was scored. For example, if an observer 
scored Positive Climate for 4 cycles and was reliable for 3 of those cycles her dimension reliability would be 75% 
for Positive Climate (3/4=75%). This will be repeated for all 10 dimensions.  

When no feedback report is needed the observer will turn in his score sheet to the CLASS® anchor at the end of the 
debriefing session. The CLASS® anchor will scan and save the score sheet on the CEED-ECPQ shared drive. Then the 
CLASS® anchor will enter reliability data into the reliability tracking spreadsheet and file the hard data in the CEED-ECPQ 
office.  

When a feedback report is needed the observer will scan and save her score sheet on the CEED-ECPQ shared drive. 
Then the observer will complete the feedback report as requested. The anchor’s CLASS® scores will be used for the 
feedback report. The observer will then file the hard data in the CEED-ECPQ office and notify the CLASS® anchor. The 
CLASS® anchor will then enter reliability data into the reliability tracking spreadsheet.  

The CLASS® anchor will track observer reliability by placing a reminder on the observer’s and anchor’s Google 
calendar approximately two and a half months from the last reliability. Because reliability is every three months OR 
every 10 observations (which ever happens first) the observer will notify the instrument anchor when they have 
completed 7 observations on a specific instrument. The CLASS® anchor will add themself to an upcoming observation 
already scheduled on the observer’s Google calendar if possible. Otherwise, the CLASS® anchor will contact a provider to 
set up a reliability visit.  
 


